
Commercial Quality For

Everyday Applications 



Restaurants & Hospitality

Chicago Faucets in healthcare offices

We’re in the finest hospitals all across the country. That same quality

makes Chicago Faucets an ideal choice for dentist offices, physician

offices, and medical clinics.

Chicago Faucets in retail

Major retail chains use Chicago Faucets to enhance the look

and experience in stores. That same style and performance is

perfect for the shops and strip malls in your town.

Chicago Faucets in offices

We’ve earned our reputation as a solid workhorse in high-traffic

commercial locations. That same dependability makes Chicago

Faucets an ideal choice for offices throughout your community.

Chicago Faucets in restaurants & hospitality

We’ve been a welcome guest at some of the finest hotels and restaurant

chains in the country. Chicago Faucets has products that will keep 

the business cooking at local restaurants and lodging locations.



The highest quality commercial faucets for everyday applications.

The solid brass, hand-crafted quality of our products has made Chicago Faucets the preferred choice in the

finest universities, hospitals, and corporate campuses around the country. You can bring that same level of

quality – every day – to all of your projects, at an affordable price. 

Over the lifetime of our products, the value of Chicago Faucets is second to none. Our faucets are 

designed specifically for commercial use, built to last longer than conventional faucets, and backed by 

the industry’s strongest warranties. Our dedicated, experienced customer and technical service operations,

as well as our manufacturing, are based right here in the USA. Best of all, we offer several products that 

are affordably priced. That’s what makes them a smart investment for businesses in your area – from the

dentist’s office to the pancake house. 

From the heart of the United States, Chicago Faucets started in 1901 with a simple mission statement –

Quality First. Our belief that quality is the cornerstone of success has served us well over the past century.

We think this same commitment to quality can benefit you today...and every day.

Retail OfficesHealthcare Offices



Lavatory Sink Faucet

420-CP A new, affordable option for restroom installations. The 420-CP combines the

durability of solid brass construction with the dependability of a time-tested ceramic

mixing valve. Easy to install and just as easy to maintain. The 420-CP provides single

control operation and is ideal for commercial lavatories.

Sensor Operated Faucet with Thermostatic Mixing Valve

116.606.AB.1 The E-Tronic® 40 features advanced, above-deck electronics for 

dependable operation, easy installation, and easy maintenance. The dual-beam 

infrared sensor responds quickly to provide a precise amount of water when a user 

is present. Ideal for installations where water conservation and improved hygiene 

are desired.

Metering Faucet

802-665CP A durable, one-piece, solid brass body with water-conserving metering

push handles. The faucet operates with a simple push on the handle and shuts off 

automatically based on an adjustable operating time of 2-15 seconds. It is an ideal

faucet for high-traffic, high-use locations.

Pre-Rinse Spray

90-LABCP This pre-rinse spray valve is designed to meet the rigorous demands of 

any food service application. The 90 Series features a durable metal body, brass stem 

valve, stainless steel nozzle, and solid brass handle. The versatile design allows the 

90 Series to be used in pre-rinse, filler, and hose reel locations.

Available in

Service Sink Faucet

897-CP This service sink faucet is an essential addition for the janitorial area of any

building. It features a wall brace, a pail hook that is integrated into the spout, and an

atmospheric vacuum breaker to prevent contaminated water from back-siphoning 

into the drinking water.

Available in

Available in

Available in



Retail OfficesHealthcare Offices

High-tech

innovation.

With the electronics located above-deck, 

our electronic faucets are easy to install and

easy to operate. Tested to over 4 million 

activations, you can count on their reliability.

Easy, adjustable 

conservation.

Our adjustable metering faucets deliver 

a precise amount of water for an adjustable

time period – as low as two seconds –

helping to reduce water usage significantly.

Your Success Is Our Business

For over 100 years, we have helped

businesses succeed by delivering the

highest quality commercial faucets

backed by unrivaled support. With 

engineering, foundry, manufacturing,

and assembly centrally located in the

midwest, we control every aspect of 

our product design and manufacturing.

Every product we make is for business

use and designed to last longer than

other faucets.

In addition to the products on this page,

we offer thousands of other product

configurations that can be viewed on our

website, chicagofaucets.com. With a 

national network of plumbing distributors,

we can quickly provide a faucet to meet

your specific needs.



Restaurants & Hospitality

Unmatched 

durability.

Solid brass construction and permanent mold

casting of our products delivers unmatched

durability. That makes our faucets ideal for 

any high-use commercial location.

Interchangeable

design.

Designed to meet the rigorous demands of

any food service application, the versatile 

design allows the 90 Series to be used in

pre-rinse, filler, and hose reel locations.

Long-lasting

value.

Our faucets are built to last longer and are

backed by the industry’s best warranties.

That means fewer replacements, fewer 

repairs, and a lower investment over time.



ECAST, from Chicago Faucets, is the line of durable, high-quality brass faucets and fixtures that are designed

and manufactured with less than one quarter of one percent (0.25%) total lead content by weighted average.

These products are intended for installation in locations where state laws and local codes mandate lead content

levels or where lead content is a concern.

If you think ECAST is appropriate for your business, be sure to talk to your Chicago Faucets sales representative

for more information.

We are a member of the U.S. Green Building

Council and support the Leadership in Energy

and Environmental Design (LEED) Green

Building Rating System,™ to measure efficiency

and sustainability of buildings. 

We are a charter sponsor of the Alliance for

Water Efficiency, dedicated to the efficient

and sustainable use of water. It brings 

together a diverse range of stakeholders to

advocate water efficiency and conservation.

We are a proud partner with WaterSense,

sponsored by the EPA and designed to protect

the future of our water supply by promoting

efficiency and enhancing the market for water

efficient products, programs, and practices.

A Commitment To Water Conservation
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Sustainability also means reducing the consumption of raw materials other than water. When

you install Chicago Faucets, you’re getting products that are designed to last. Longer faucet life

means fewer replacements, reducing consumption of the materials that would otherwise be

used to manufacture additional faucets. And not only do we back every faucet we sell with a

limited lifetime warranty, we constantly review the raw materials used in our products, analyzing

their impact on the environment and making improvements whenever we can.

These are just a few of the ways we can help you with your commitment to sustainability and

conservation. For more ideas, visit chicagofaucets.com. When you’re ready to start achieving

dramatic water savings, we’ll be ready to provide you with outstanding customer service, 

reliable technical support, and, above all, the best faucets you can buy.

  Built To Last



The Chicago Faucet Company

2100 South Clearwater Drive 

Des Plaines, IL 60018

Phone: 847/803-5000  

Fax: 847/803-5454

Technical: 800/832-8783

www.chicagofaucets.com

Chicago Faucets, a member of the Geberit Group, is the leading brand of 

commercial faucets and fittings in the United States, offering a complete 

range of products for schools, laboratories, hospitals, office buildings, 

food service, airports, and sports facilities. Whatever your requirements 

may be, Chicago Faucets offers standard and made-to-order products 

that are designed to meet any commercial application. 
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